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What is Odie's Oil?
Odie's Oil is a solvent free, non-toxic, food safe, one coat, wood finish and
stabilizer that can be used for all interior and exterior applications. It contains no
chemicals, hardeners or driers. It contains no "fillers" or low quality refined oils to
thin down the product to make it cheaper to manufacture.
Each ingredient in Odieʼs Oil is sourced for purity and quality to ensure its
effectiveness in the Odieʼs Oil secret formula. The raw materials are then
blended in a proprietary, handmade process that ensures an effective and
superior finish and stabilizer. Odie's Oil has a creamy, pale amber color and a
honey-like consistency with a pleasant odor and no harmful VOCs.
Other Odieʼs Oil products include Odieʼs Wax, Odieʼs Wood Butter, Odieʼs Oxi
Oil, Odieʼs Dark and Odieʼs Safer Solvent. We have developed a terrific cleaning
concentrate that makes cleaning and maintenance a snap! We will be rolling this
exciting new product out soon. We also have natural pigment stains in the works.
The Back Story - A Search for a Pure, Non-toxic Finish
Odie's Oil was born out of inspiration, hard work and a driving need to solve
problems specific to the woodworker. The culmination of 30+ years of research,
development and field testings in the most extreme environments produced a
revolutionary product that out-performs and out-covers the competition. Expertise
in sustainable forestry, wood products distribution, manufacturing and finishing
contributed tremendously to the development of Odieʼs Oil.
Can a finish be non-toxic and still produce an effective result? This is the
question to which Odieʼs Oil became the answer.
Unhappy with both the look of mainstream conventional wood finishes and the
risk of exposure to the chemicals and toxins offered by the finish and chemical
products industry, the developer of Odieʼs Oil searched for safer alternatives to
mainstream industry offerings. Over 15 years ago, safer alternative solvents, like
di-limonene (a citrus-based solvent), were introduced into what would become
Odieʼs Oil.
About ten years ago, the passing of a family member as a result of AML leukemia
attributed to chemical exposure spurred the elimination of dangerous solvents,
and as a result, a better delivery system was discovered, one that worked
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harmoniously with the natural oils and waxes in the wood. This new blend
enabled easy production of some of the finest wide plank flooring in the industry.
The new finish blend stabilized the wood further and enabled the production of
flooring planks in excess of 20 inches without stability issues. No solvents, No
toxins, easy to use and an incredibly lustrous sheen, this was the holy grail of
finishes. This was Odieʼs Oil and it quickly gathered a fan base that referred to it
as the “magic finish”.
In addition to pre-finishing wood floors, Odieʼs Oil has been used successfully to
finish and stabilize gates, doors, decks, shutters and furniture that are in service
all over North America, including Alaska and Hawaii. Because of Odie's Oil,
floors, decks and other products are outperforming the mainstream and doing so
with beauty.
No Muss, No Fuss
Odie's Oil is an incredibly easy product to use. Simply apply, wait a while and
wipe off. And it is easy to maintain. There is no abrading prior to re-finishing and
Odie's Oil allows easy on-the-spot repairs. Everyone who has used Odie's Oil
loves it, from the home crafter to the professional woodworker to the commercial
floor finisher to the discriminating accomplished artist.
Odie's Oil is so safe it can be applied by hand without any worry of exposure to
toxic chemicals. It actually makes wood finishing enjoyable as it should be.
People like to use it. Odieʼs Oil has actually made finishing enjoyable!
A Revolutionary Product that Out-performs and Out-covers the
Competition.
A little Odieʼs Oil goes a long way covering many, many times the area of other
wood finishes. Up to 20 times the coverage as conventional finishes, in fact!
(American Cherry) A quick note about the price: Because Odieʼs Oil covers more
surface than any other finish available today, when you compare by coverage,
Odieʼs is one of the least expensive finishes available!
As for applications, Odieʼs Oil can be used indoors and outdoors and on virtually
any wood surface. Recently wood turners have discovered it and it seems to be
a perfect fit. There are many uses for this product and many ways to use it. All
the Odieʼs products can be used in conjunction with each other to get different
desired effects. We encourage our customers to play and experiment with our
finishes!
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Think Outside the Box; Think Odieʼs Oil
Odieʼs Oil and the other products in the finish line have already attracted a broad
customer base that includes professional and hobby woodworkers,
cabinetmakers, floor finishers, wood turners and artists. Reviews are positive,
focusing on the beautiful enhancement that Odieʼs provides, along with its
outstanding durability, unbelievable coverage, health benefits and ease of
application.
Odieʼs Oil was formulated to solve issues specific to the woodworker and with the
end-user in mind. It wasnʼt created for profit; it was created for function and
beauty, so no expense was spared with the formulation. It simply does not fit in
the same box as other conventional finishes. It is a totally new and innovative
product and way of thinking. Thatʼs why we say to forget what you already know
about wood finishes when using Odieʼs Oil and prepare for a foolproof, healthy
and enjoyable wood finishing experience!
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